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EARTH DAY is the day when the chickens dance and sing, proclaiming the beauties of nature,
and the day the foxes that guard the chickens dance and sing, celebrating the blind gullibility and
stupidity of the chickens.

Like ARBOR DAY, EARTH DAY has become a day of pretending that "all is good on Planet
Eden."?? On Arbor Day, the foxes line up before the cameras of the media, sprig and shovel in
hand, pretending that the sprig will make up for the thousands of beautiful ancient trees that will
be destroyed that very day.

EARTH DAY has become an even greater event that deceives the public into believing that
corporate America has changed colors from brown to green. Why else would EARTH DAY
events be sponsored by big oil, big military/industrial, big power, big chemical, and big
automotive?

In actual fact these corporate chameleons paint their faces green, and paste on their toothy plastic
smiles for the media and the gullible public, while their millions of corporate slaves go glibly
about their jobs of destroying our air, our water, our forests, our soil, and ultimately our future.

It is their day now and thus the name should be changed to EARTH KILLERS DAY in order to
expose the almost total emasculation of the environmental movement. The EPA has been sold to
polluters by the POLITICAL WHORES that now seem to control America. Even the greatest
destroyer of America the Beautiful? in history, the Army Corps of Engineers, has joined as
sponsors of the EARTH DAY folly.

America has never been in graver danger. We have allowed dirty corporate money to purchase
the loyalty and allegiance of those whom the people have elected to protect us, our children, and
future generations from harm.

We are constantly bombarded with fear-mongering politicians, into focusing on terrorists living
in caves on the other side of the world, while the most dangerous terrorists are our own ecoterrorists, the immoral mega-corporations and their political hacks that are hell bent on
destroying our forests, our streams, our wetlands, our health, and our future as a viable nation.
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